SYLLABUS

Books [available through Labyrinth Books]

Arthur Ripstein, *Force and Freedom*
Other readings are accessible from V2 Classes Server (V2), or elsewhere on the web.

Tentative Schedule of Readings


12  Kant, *The Doctrine of Right* PP

19  Kant, *The Doctrine of Right* PP

26  Kant, *The Doctrine of Right* PP
   J. G. Fichte, selections from *Foundations of Natural Right*, V2 Darwall, “Fichte and the Second-Person Standpoint”

November 2  Ripstein, *Force and Freedom*

9  Ripstein, *Force and Freedom*

16  Ripstein, *Force and Freedom*

30  Ripstein, *Force and Freedom*
Those taking the course for credit will write 3 or 4 short discussions (due the Monday preceding the seminar on Tuesday evening) and a longer (3,000 to 5,000 words) essay (due by 11:59 pm on Friday, December 10. The paper can be on a topic of the student’s choosing, but topics should be cleared with me by November 19.)

My office hours will be Wednesday, 1-3 p.m., at 306 Connecticut Hall, and also by appointment. I can be reached by email at stephen.darwall@yale.edu